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A b s t r a c t 

Accuracy of geometric measurement of object 
environments for robot ic vision tasks is of in 
creasing impor tance as these tasks become more 
sophist icated. Th is paper is concerned w i t h the 
accurate measurement of or ientat ions of lines 
and planar surfaces f rom two camera stereo. 
Most exist ing stereo a lgor i thms bu i ld up geomet
ric descript ions f rom absolute posi t ion informa
t ion about points. We emphasize in this paper 
the accuracy advantages of determin ing orienta
t ion of lines and planar surfaces using the corre
spondence of l inear features instead of point fea
tures. In tu i t ive ly , the determinat ion of only or i 
entat ion f rom absolute posi t ion measurement of 
points uses too much in fo rmat ion which requires 
the unnecessary accurate ca l ibrat ion of certain 
camera parameters. Or ien ta t ion in fo rmat ion is 
invar iant to knowledge about absolute posi t ional 
in format ion . I f the or ientat ion of lines are com
puted f rom the intersect ion of planar sheets of 
pro ject ion from a stereo pair of cameras, in the 
absence of all camera errors, the result is inde
pendent of baseline. Or ien ta t ion of planar sur
faces can be determined f rom the cross product 
of the or ientat ions of at least two coplanar linear 
features. It is shown tha t even in the presence 
of typ ica l camera errors tha t measurement of the 
or ientat ions of lines and surfaces using l ine corre
spondence stereo is relat ively insensit ive to base-
l ine errors. Even more, the measurement of or i 
entat ion f rom line correspondence stereo is rela
t ive ly insensit ive to typ ica l local izat ion error on 
the image plane. As a result or ientat ions of lines 
and planar surfaces far f rom the baseline can be 
measured much better using l ine correspondence 
stereo rather than po in t correspondence stereo. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Point correspondence stereo determines the absolute posit ion 
of points in space, and f rom these points bui lds up geometric 
descript ions of objects. L ine correspondence stereo deter
mines the or ienta t ion of l ines in space w i thou t necessarily 
knowing the absolute posi t ion of these lines. In the ideal 
wor ld , w i th zero measurement error, the geometric construc
t ions of planes f rom points and lines are exactly equivalent. 
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So then why bother to analyze another stereo a lgor i thm using 
equivalent geometric construct ions ? The fact is, these geo-
metr ic construct ions are equivalent only in the ideal wor ld . 
In the real error fu l wor ld , where accuracy of measurement is 
at a p remium, or ientat ion measurement of lines and planar 
surfaces f rom line correspondence stereo show certain signifi
cant superior accuracy propert ies. Among the advantages of 
l ine correspondence stereo over po in t correspondence stereo, 
w i th respect to or ientat ion measurement, are relat ive insen-
s i t i v i t y to baseline errors, and slower error growth rate as 
the distance f rom the object to the baseline increases. These 
advantages w i l l be demonstrated through s imulat ion. 

Accurate measurement of surface or ientat ion is impor tan t 
to a variety of robot ic vision tasks. Accurately determining 
the or ientat ion of a block can enable a robot manipulator to 
more dexterously grasp the block. For mobile robots, accu
rate or ientat ion in format ion about objects enables navigation 
paral lel to these objects and better obstacle avoidance. Ac
curate or ientat ion measurement of a surface may in tu rn be 
used to increase the accuracy of absolute measurements of 
points that lie on the surface, or iginal ly obtained f rom stereo 
using absolute correspondence of points. The stereo method 
presented in this paper obtains or ientat ion in format ion inde
pendent of depth in format ion about ind iv idua l points. I f sur
face or ientat ion can be measured more accurately f rom this 
new stereo method, then points whose absolute locat ion has 
been determined f rom conventional stereo can be projected 
onto a plane whose or ientat ion is more consistent w i th that 
of the physical surface. The plane would be oriented accord
ing to the or ientat ion measurement from the former stereo 
method and posit ioned according to a least squares f i t to the 
points obtained f rom the lat ter stereo method. Analysis of 
how these two stereo methods complement one another to
wards the accurate determinat ion of absolute po in t location 
is saved for fu ture research. 

Lines in space are determined by line correspondence 
stereo f rom the intersection of planar sheets of project ion 
generated f rom the focal po in t and the imaged line f rom each 
camera. Surface or ientat ion can be computed f rom the cross 
product of or ientat ions for l inear features that are known to 
lie on the surface (e.g., two edges of a polygonal surface). 
Surface or ientat ion can also be computed f rom virtual lines 
which may in fact not exist as t rue physical l inear features but 
which are imaginary lines that connect corresponded physi
cal point features on a planar object surface. As for the 
measurement of the or ientat ion of the lines themselves, what 
is of importance is not whether the intersect ing planar sheets 
produce the exact l ine in space, but whether the l ine that is 
produced is parallel to a high degree of accuracy to the orig
inal l ine. Th is is different f rom the usual u t i l izat ion of stereo 
towards t r iangulat ing the absolute locat ion of the feature. 
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Because the orientat ion of lines are invariant w i th respect to 
their translation in 3-D space, the computat ion of orienta
t ion f rom the intersection of planar sheets can be performed 
wi thout any knowledge whatsoever of the baseline between 
the stereo pair of images. 

After discussion of how to compute line and planar surface 
orientation from line correspondence stereo, we delve in to an 
error analysis comparing line orientation measurement errors 
produced from line and point correspondence stereo. The er
ror analysis for point correspondence stereo is largely based 
upon the articles by [Verri and Torre 1986] and [Torre et al. 
1985], which discuss the dependency of absolute measurement 
error of points upon translational baseline errors and local
ization error in the image plane. Different aspects of errors 
in point stereo measurement are also analyzed in [Bajcsy et 
al. 1987], [Matthies and Shafer 1987], [Solina 1985], [Mcvey 
and Lee 1982], and [Photogrammetry 1966]. 

The main error that effects the computat ion of line orien
tat ion f rom intersecting planes is in the determination of the 
slope of the imaged lines in the image plane. A large number 
of computer simulations were performed to assess how big a 
slope error is acceptable to outperform stereo techniques us
ing absolute point correspondence to determine the orienta
t ion of surfaces. Following the survey of commonly used CCD 
cameras presented in [Torre et al. 1985], pixels are assumed 
to be 20 microns square. Localization of corresponding point 
features is assumed to be wi th in two pixels. The focal length 
used is assumed to be 1 cm which is consistent w i th the analy-
sis presented in [Verri and Torre 1986] and [Torre et al. 1985]. 
This focal length is typical for cameras mounted on a mobile 
robot or for a robot workstation to attain wide enough field 
of view. A two pixel localization error for imaged lines was 
simulated, but this had t r iv ia l effect upon the method using 
intersecting planes since two pixels is a very small distance 
compared to the focal length. 

It should be noted that the method of intersecting 
projected planar sheets from imaged lines was used in 
[Milenkovic and Kanade 1985] for the purpose of providing 
constraints for line matching in tr inocular stereo. The pre
sentation below is the first to suggest that the projection of 
planar sheets from stereo pairs of imaged lines can be used 
to accurately measure line and surface orientat ion. 

2 Determining Line and Surface 
Orientation From Line Correspondence 
Stereo 

One geometric definit ion of a line is that it is determined by 
the intersection of two planes. Thus a line can be determined 
in space from a stereo pair of images as depicted in figure 1 by 
the projection of planar sheets determined by the focal point 
and the imaged line in the image plane. One advantage of 
this geometric construction of a line is that the orientation of 
the line is completely invariant w i th respect to how the planar 
sheets of projection are translated in space wi th respect to 
one another. 

The proof of this invariance is simple. The orientat ion 
of a line determined by two intersecting planes can be com
puted from the cross-product of the normals to the intersect
ing planes. This is because the line of intersection is per
pendicular to both normals, since it must lie simultaneously 
in both planes. The normals to both intersecting planes are 
clearly invariant to arbi t rary translation. 

The computat ion of the orientation of a line formed from 
two planar sheets of projection is formed from the cross-
product of the normals to the two planar sheets. The normal 
for each planar sheet of projection is in turn computed f rom 
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This vector can be normalized to unit length. Clearly the 
expression for the orientation of the line is independent of 
the baseline vector A. 

This stereo method using projected planar sheets can be 
used to determine surface orientat ion. Using equation 1 de
termine the orientat ion vectors of two linear features lying 
on the same surface. Taking the cross product of these two 
vectors yields a measurement of the surface orientation. In 
the absence of camera errors other than translational error, 
surface orientation error is independent of any baseline errors. 

3 E r r o r Ana lys is For Measured L ine 
Or ien ta t i ons 

Unlike the derivation of points f rom intersecting projected 
rays for point correspondence stereo, the derivation of a line 
using intersecting planar sheets is very insensitive to local
ization error. This is due to the fact that this error is usually 
very small compared to the focal length of the camera lens 
(e.g., the localization error of a 20 micron pixel is 1/500 of a 1 
cm focal length). Thus the orientation deflection error of each 
projected planar sheet due to typical localization errors for a 
line is very small. This fact makes determination of line and 
surface orientat ion from line correspondence far superior to 
equivalent determinations from stereo point correspondence, 
at distances far from the baseline. 

Line correspondence stereo is most sensitive to errors in
herent to the slope of imaged lines used in line correspondence 
pairs. Consider the measurement orientat ion error incurred 
on a vertical line determined from the intersection of two pro
jected planar sheets, when one of the planar sheets is deter
mined from an imaged line w i th slope error A<f>. The imaged 
line slope error is depicted in figure 3. The incurred error on 
one of the normals to a projected planar sheet is depicted in 
figure 4. The worst case incurred error on the orientation of 
the line in space resulting from the intersection of the two 
projected planar sheets is the angle between the fol lowing 
cross product vectors: 
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data is representative of many other s imulat ions tha t were 
performed w i th the t r iangular object in various or ientat ions 
at various locations and for t r iangular objects twice as large. 
Using dif ferent angles of vergence up to 30 degrees between 
the two cameras did not appear to make tha t much difference 
in comput ing the accuracy of surface or ienta t ion. Errors in 
al l ro ta t iona l degrees of freedom of the image planes were 
s imulated at ±0 .5 ° . Local izat ion error for points and lines 
is ±2 pixel lengths. For a given 3-dimensional t ranslat ion 
error, e, for a camera, the opt ic center is assumed to lie w i th 
equal probabi l i ty at all points w i t h i n a cube centered about 
the assumed posit ion of the opt ic center, w i th each side being 
6. For a given baseline, w i t h given t ranslat ion error in the 
opt ic center and given slope error in the image plane, worst 
case and average case errors were derived for or ientat ion of 
the t r iangular surface f rom 1000 s imulat ions. 

Figures 5 and 6 show simulat ions using a 10 cm baseline 
for dif ferent imaged l ine slope errors of 0.5 and 1.0 degrees. 
The object is placed 1 meter f rom the baseline. The solid 
lines represent the average case and worst case performance 
of the stereo method determin ing surface or ientat ion using in
tersecting planes. It should be clear tha t the upper solid l ine 
graph is for the worst case error. The dashed lines represent 
graphs for the average case and worst case performance of 
the stereo method using absolute correspondence of the cor-
ner points. A l l solid and dashed l ined graphs in other figures 
have similar meaning. The t ranslat ion errors on the hor i 
zontal axis represent the bounds in t ranslat ional uncertainty 
in all 3 degrees of t ranslat ional freedom. So for instance a 
t ranslat ion error of 1 on the hor izonta l axis implies tha t the 
uncer ta inty is equal probabi l i ty w i th in the cube formed from 
+ 1 cm of the assumed posi t ion of the camera. 

Observe the s tab i l i ty of the measured or ientat ion error for 
the stereo method using intersect ing planes as the transla
t ional error gets larger. The average and worst case errors 
represented by solid lines stay relat ively f lat through rather 
large t ranslat ion errors. Hence the approx imate t ranslat ional 
in variance of the stereo method using intersect ing planes in 
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4 M o n t e Car lo S imu la t ions for 
D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f Surface O r i e n t a t i o n 

This section w i l l analyze the accuracy of the measurement 
of surface or ienta t ion f rom the stereo method of intersect
ing projected planes f rom line correspondence. Th is wi l l be 
compared w i t h the accuracy of the stereo method of absolute 
correspondence of points which is used to determine the abso
lute posit ion of three points tha t lie on the same surface and 
then the plane going through them. In practice more than 
three points may be used w i th a least squares planar f i t , and 
so can mul t ip le l inear features on the same surface be used by 
the stereo method using planar sheets. To a t ta in a more d i 
rect comparison of these two stereo methods w i th respect to 
the accuracy of determin ing surface or ientat ion, s imulat ions 
w i l l be conducted using two l inear features for the method 
using planes of pro ject ion and three point features for the 
method using rays of pro ject ion. The stereo method using 
intersecting planes uses equat ion 1 and the stereo method 
using absolute correspondence of points uses the standard 
method proposed in [Duda and Har t 1973] whereby points 
of intersection for nonintersect ing rays are determined at the 
point of closest approach. 

As mentioned in the in t roduc t ion , a focal length of 1 cm 
wi th a pixel size of 20 microns square (0.002 of a focal length) 
wi l l be assumed. Ac tua l data wi l l be presented s imula t ing a 
t r iangular object about 15 cm on each edge w i th surface or i 
entat ion about. 14 degrees f rom the optic axis of both cameras 
whose image planes are assumed parallel. Th is s imulat ion 



Figure 6: 

the presence of other camera errors. This is not true for the 
average and worst case errors represented by dashed lines. 
The measured or ientat ion error cl imbs signif icantly for the 
stereo method using absolute correspondence of points past 
a translat ion error of approximately 5% of the baseline. For 
a slope error of 0.5 degrees for the stereo method using in
tersecting planes, the relative performance compared to the 
stereo method using absolute correspondence of points is at 
least 50% for small translat ional errors, and gets much better 
as translat ion error grows. Using a 100 cm baseline, it can 
be seen in figure 6a that this relative performance is better 
than 10 to J for a translat ional error of ±20 cm. 

Figure 7 shows error curves using a. baseline of 20 cm, a 
slope error of 0.5 degree for stereo using intersecting planes, 
and a relatively small translat ion error of ±1 cm. As a func
tion of object distance f rom the baseline, or ientat ion error 
f rom stereo using intersecting planes is far more stable than 
for or ientat ion error measured from stereo using absolute cor
respondence of points. 

Note that the worst case of or ientat ion error is at 90 . 
Due to rotat ion errors in the image plane and quantizat ion 
error, the worst case error for or ientat ion error for the stereo 
method using the absolute correspondence of points is at 90° 
throughout most of figure 7. At first this may look wrong but 
the uncertainty in the absolute z-depth just due to the quan
t izat ion ( local izat ion) error alone goes up as the square of 
the distance of the object, f rom the baseline. The exact same 
pixel size and focal length used here is used in the analysis 
in [Verri and Torre 1986]. Ex t rac t ing from their analysis, for 
a baseline of 20 cm and an object distance of 2 meters, the 
worst case error in the absolute z-depth of each corner point 
is 4 cm. Compare this to the size of an object wi th 15 cm 
edges and add on errors in absolute posit ion measurement 
from or ientat ion errors in the rotat ion of the image plane of 
±0 .5° . It is clear that the measurement, of surface orienta
t ion f rom the stereo method using intersecting planes is very 
compell ing in this case. 

One of the problems we have conveniently ignored, is the dif
f icult problem of stereo matching. This problem is inherently 
diff iculty, even w i th the stringent assumptions that are made 
by many t rad i t ional stereo matching system. If we are to 
realize the ful l benefit of this new algor i thm, the matching 
problem becomes even more diff icult because we are assuming 
less accurate knowledge about the relative orientations of the 
imaging system. Thus we must relax the epipolar assump
tions to allow for much larger errors in the exact position of 
the cameras. In addi t ion, for matching lines, one generally 
wants to allow a segment to have mult ip le matches provided 
the matches to do not spatially overlap. 

In addi t ion, we have a secondary matching problem: to 
compute surface normals requires matching pairs of lines be
tween the two images. Thus, we not only need to match lines 
from the images, we must be able to identify two matched 
sets which come from the same planar patch of the world. 
There are a number of heuristics that come to mind for this 
problem, but there is l i t t le past work to bui ld upon. 

Lucki ly, the method not only brings problems for the stereo 
matching phase, it also has the potent ial to help in match
ing. Future research wil l address fusing orientat ion and point 
based informat ion to determine if we may get both increased 
accuracy in the matching and increased accuracy in the ori
entation computations. 

Another l imi ta t ion of the approach, as presented, is that 
it assumes lines with reasonably accurate slope information. 
Unfortunately, gett ing such informat ion from real images is 
nontr iv ial , and for some scenes there are no long linear fea
tures. An area for future work, which wi l l help alleviate these 
problems, is the idea of determine orientat ion from the slope 
changes of v i r tua l lines. Given any pair of stable, matchable 
features in a pair of images, we can use these to define a line 
wi th a known slope. These v i r tua l lines should allow a sig
nificant increase in the amount of informat ion (wi th many 
features, the numbers of possible pairs grows greatly), bet
ter feature localization, and extending the domain to scenes 
where long linear features are not. present. 
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6 C o n c l u s i o n 
A new stereo method was presented for the measurement of 
the or ientat ion of surfaces from at least two linear features 
ly ing on the surface (e.g. surface edges). Th is uses the projec
t ion of planar sheets each determined by the focal point and a 
corresponded image l ine f rom each camera. Simulat ions were 
presented which compared the accuracy of the measurement 
of surface or ientat ion f rom this new stereo method relative 
to this measurement f rom stereo which uses the absolute cor
respondence of points. 

It was shown that there are two major advantages to us
ing this new stereo method using intersect ing planes. First , 
once two coplanar linear features in space are imaged by a 
stereo pair of cameras, the or ientat ion measurement error is 
relatively independent of the baseline, even in the presence 
of realistic errors in other camera parameters. Second, or i
entat ion error does not grow quickly as a funct ion of how far 
the object is away f rom the baseline. Th is is part icular ly a 
big advantage over stereo using absolute correspondence of 
points. 

A possible disadvantage of stereo using intersecting planes 
is the accuracy to which the slope of lines may need to be 
determined in the image plane. For common objects at 1 me
ter f rom the baseline a slope accuracy of ±0 .5° performs very 
well. This might be too str ingent for shorter l ine elements. 
However, accuracy of slope error quickly relaxes as the object 
moves away f rom the baseline. It appears for most objects 
beyond 2 meters f rom the baseline, having edge lengths com
parable to those that were simulated, that at least a ±2 de
grees slope error could be tolerated w i th the accuracy perfor
mance of stereo using intersecting planes being much better 
than for stereo using absolute correspondence of points. Th is 
issue wi l l be fur ther explored in fu ture exper imentat ion. 
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